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Abstract 

Word ama seems to be of not Japanese origin due to the following reason: kanji by which word 

ama is written (海人・ 海女・海士) are read according to irregular way of reading; in Okinawa 

such divers are named umi-n-chu, in Izu peninsula they are named kaito, both names mean 

“people of sea”, both are transparent for speakers of correspondent idioms, while word ama is 

completely dim from the point of view of Japanese language. From the other hand in Ainu 

language there are the following words: am-pa “to carry” lit.: “to grab and go”; am-us-pe – 

“crab”, lit.: “being that grabs”. It seems highly possible that the same root (i.e.: am “to grab”) is 

in word ama. Initially word ama had the following appearance: ʔam ʔwa “people who grab 

[shellfishes]” / “people with claws” and later it became ʔamma, ʔama and finally ama.  

Key words: ama divers; Ainu language history; history of Japanese language; Japanese history 

Ama are famous female free-divers of Japan. Now the ama are only females but previously there 

were also male ama (pic 3). Geographical distribution of different ama was the following:  

In South-Western Japan (Okinawa prefecture, Fukuoka prefecture, Kagoshima prefecture) 

and from  Töhoku region (Iwate prefecture, Miyagi prefecture, Fukushima prefecture) till 

Gunma prefecture there were mostly male ama, between these two areas were both female 

and male ama; in Chiba prefecture, Shizuoka prefecture, Mie prefecture, Fukui prefecture, 

Ishikawa prefecture  (Mogami 1967: 154)  

The tradition of ama counts about 2000 years or even more.  

Until 1960-ies ama dived wearing only loin-cloth (pic. 2)  

Since 1960-ies due to influence of USA protestant morality they made ama to wear suits that 

cover their breasts (pic 4).  

Ama are famous for pearl diving, but originally they dived for food like seaweed, shellfish, 

lobsters, octopus, and sea urchins – and oysters which sometimes have pearls. 

Same word ama was used to denote any type of them so the word was written by kanji in there 

different ways depending on the context: 海女 “sea woman” 海士 “sea man” and collective 

word 海人 “sea people”  

It seems that word ama is of not Japanese origin due to the following reasons: kanji by which 

word ama can be written are read according to so called nanori i.e.: an irregular/nonstandard 

way of reading. According to standard kun’yomi
1
 海女 would be *umi-onna; according to 

                                                           
1
 Kun’yomi lit.: “reading of meaning” is a reading based on the pronunciation of a native Japanese word, that 

closely approximated the meaning of the Chinese character when it was introduced. 
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on’yomi
2
  it would be *kai-jo; 海士 according to kun’yomi would be umi-samurai and according 

to on’yomi it would be *kai-shi; 海人 according to kun’yomi would be *umi-bito and according 

to on’yomi it would be *kai-jin. Also it is notable fact that in Okinawa (pic. 1) such divers are 

named umi-n-chu “people of sea” that is completely transparent and understandable for those 

who know Okinawan language: umi – “sea”, chu – “man”. Another case of transparent way of 

naming of these divers can be seen in Izu peninsula (pic. 1) where they are named kai-to: in this 

form can be clearly see root kai “sea” of Chinese origin and the second component to that 

correlates with Okinawan chu and looks much alike truncated/dialectal form of standard 

Japanese hito “human being”/ “man”. Thus we can see that there are real forms which are very 

much alike our hypothetical forms, i.e.: these forms consist of components which have parallels 

in standard Japanese and which meanings are completely clear for Japanese language speakers, 

while form ama is completely dim and it isn’t clear whether it consists of some components at 

all. 

 

Pic. 1 Map representing geographical distribution of male and female ama: dark blue line shows 

regions where male ama dominated and red lines show regions where female ama dominated 

(source of original map: http://www.wm5r.org/hfja/ – accessed September 2015) 

                                                           
2
 On’yomi lit.: “reading of sounds”, it is the modern descendant of the Japanese approximation of the Chinese 

pronunciation of the character 

http://www.wm5r.org/hfja/
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Pic.2  Ama in traditional outfit (source: https://www.pinterest.com/pin/525795325219677787/  –  

accessed September 2015) 

 

Pic. 3 Male ama (photo source: http://www.ukujima.com/tourist/fureaikan.html – accessed 

September 2015) 

https://www.pinterest.com/pin/525795325219677787/
http://www.ukujima.com/tourist/fureaikan.html
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Pic. 4 Ama in white suit (source: http://gakuran.com/ama-the-pearl-diving-mermaids-of-japan/  

– accessed Septemner 2015) 

From the other hand in Ainu language there are the following words: am/am-i – “nails” “claws”, 

am-pa “to hold”, “to carry” lit.: “to take and go”, “to grab and go”; amuymin – “hand”; am-us-

pe – “crab”, lit.: “being that grabs” (Ota: 2005: 2 – 3). The hypothesis that Japanese word ama 

can be connected with Ainu root am “to grab” is especially interesting if we take a look at a tool 

of ama, i.e.: at kaginomi.  

 

Pic. 5. Kaginomi, special tool to get sea urchin, haliotis and turbo cornutus from between rocks  

(source: http://karero72.blog123.fc2.com/blog-entry-48.html – accessed September 2015) 

http://gakuran.com/ama-the-pearl-diving-mermaids-of-japan/
http://karero72.blog123.fc2.com/blog-entry-48.html
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These tools look much alike claws of crabs: 

 

 

 

Pic 6. Drawing of a mud crab Scylla serrata (source:  

https://www.daf.qld.gov.au/fisheries/species-identification/inshore-estuarine-species/mud-crab  

– accessed September 2015) 

Both kaginomi and crawls of crabs obviously can be described by Ainu concept of am.  

But what about the rest of word ama, i.e.: final a? Has it any meanings or is it just result of 

conversion of Late Jōmon – Yayoi Ainu ʔVC
3
 syllable into VCV syllable by Old Japanese? 

As I can see, here two versions are possible:  

1) It is just standard conversion of any ʔVC/VC syllables into VCV in Old Japanese, so 

then final a has no any meaning.  

 

2) Final a is result of reduction of some form that existed in Ainu of Yamatai epoch.  

At first sight first version seems to be the most realistic, however, actually very Ainu seldom 

called certain ethnic and professional groups in such abruptive way, i.e.: with just a single word. 

Standard Ainu way of naming is the following: if there is a group that does some X then the 

group is usually named X people or X beings. Thus the second version seem to be rather 

realistic than the first one. 

Then what could give that a? 

There can be two versions about origin of that a: 

                                                           
3
 VC syllables of modern Ainu are supposed to be ʔVC in late Jōmon – Yayoi (Nonno 2015b: 64 – 65) 

https://www.daf.qld.gov.au/fisheries/species-identification/inshore-estuarine-species/mud-crab
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a) ʔam “to grab” + ma “to swim” so then modern word ama is result of conversion of two 

m into single,  and originally it meant “grab and swim”; however, such version also 

doesn’t seem to be realistic since as I told some sentences above Ainu didn’t call groups 

of people that way. 

 

b) ʔam “claws” + wa “people” “group” so ʔam wa “people with claws” “people who grab 

[shells]”, then due to conversion of wm combination into mm that takes place on 

morphemes borders ʔam wa became amma and then later two m converted in one m.  

This version requires some additional explanation. It is supposed that Yamatai and other early 

states located upon Japanese islands in the epoch of Yayoi (500 BC – 300 AD) were Ainu states 

(Nonno 2015a). From the text of Wei zhi we know that people of Yamatai and other early states 

were called 倭 wa (it is obviously an ateji, i.e.: recording of word of indigenous language by 

sign that sounds alike). In the epoch of Three Kingdoms (220 – 280 AD), when text of Wei zhi 

was compiled, the sign of 倭 was pronounced ʔwa (Pulleyblank 2002: 324). This pronunciation 

is even closer to genuine Yamatai Ainu since we can see initial glottal stop that is reconstructed 

for late Jōmon – Yayoi Ainu ʔwa ~ ʔua obviously consists of the following morphemes: ʔu ~ ʔw 

“together” “jointly” and a has meaning of “to sit” “to be in a place” and thus ʔwa ~ ʔua can be 

interpreted as “we”, “people”, “group”, it has the same meanings as utar of modern Ainu. This 

word could be used as universal self-naming by people of Yamatai and other early states that’s 

why it was recorded as their name by an unknown Chinese traveler and it also was used as 

component of names of different professional groups like in current case: ʔam ʔwa “people with 

crawls” / “group with crawls”. Ama are actually mentioned in Wei zhi: 今倭水人好沈没捕魚蛤、

文身亦以厭大魚水禽、後稍以爲 “nowadays water Wa (sea Wa) people like to dive and to 

catch fishes and shell-fishes; they made tattoos in order to scare away fishes and waterfowls, but 

later tattoos began to be used just as adornments.”  

Also notable fact is that tools of ama are named by words in which component iso 磯ノミ can 

be seen: isonomi 磯ノミ  “sea shore chisel”, isomegane 磯メガネ “sea glasses”, isooke 磯桶 
isooke “sea bucket” / “sea tub” (Ama no dōgu). The component iso is written by sign that means 

“rocky beach” “sea shore” but it isn’t seen in other Japanese words related with sea, from the 

other hand iso amazingly correlates with Ainu word iso that means “rich game” / “rich prey” 

(Kayano 2005: 56) or just “prey” (Ota 2005: 73). As far as sea was the most important part of 

life of ancient Ainu people it is rather logical and consistent that sea food was named iso and 

that tools were named by words containing component iso. 

Thus all the above considered facts are evidences about Ainu origin of word ama and ama 

practice.  

And the history of word ama is the following:  

Late Jōmon: ʔam ʔwa  Yamatai Ainu: ʔamma  ʔama  Old Japanese/Modern Japanese: 

ama. 
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